Stanford Radiology research goals are supported by 4 research divisions and 11 clinical divisions,

Radiology

which together provide collaboration and guidance for efficient translation of research into clinical use. In addition to supporting more than 100 postdoctoral scholars and graduate students in
the Department of Radiology, NIH funding to Stanford Radiology has resulted in at least 14 new
companies that provide more than 300 jobs across the United States and internationally.

Early Detection of Joint Degeneration

Artificial Intelligence Xray Interpretation
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F-Fluoride PET-MRI is able to detect abnormalities in bone remodeling after knee injury that appear normal on conventional
imaging. This can help understand joint tissue breakdown as well
as when to return to activity after joint injuries.

CheXNet, a machine learning algorithim, can evaluate chest
X-rays for signs of disease and has been shown to detect pneumonia on chest X-rays at a level exceeding that of practicing radiologists.

Simultaneous PET-MRI with pain-specific radiotracers can identify
sources of pain in patients with pain of previously unclear origin.
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MRI Guided Ultrasound Therapy

Imaging Detection of Sources of Pain

4D Contrast Enhanced Ultrasound

Imaging Enhancement for Stroke Treatment

MRI-Guided Focused Ultrasound harnesses ultrasonic energy to
precisely and non-invasively alter brain activity, treat disease,
and avoid potentially complicated surgical operations.

New matrix transducers capture 4D dynamic contrast enhanced
ultrasound (DCE-US) data from intravascular microbubble contrast agents to monitor therapy and detect early responders in
patients receiving cancer therapy.

The Defuse 3 trial has applied advanced imaging measures to
identify patients who would benefit from occlusion treatment
beyond the current clinical window.
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